Introduction
Electrorheological fluids (ERF) belong to the class of so-called smart materials. The viscosity of these fluids is continuously controllable. Thus ERFdevices are excellent interfaces between electronic control units and mechanical systems [4] . The application within vehicle suspensions exploits the controllability of high frequencies and forces over a wide range.
When investigating control of ERF-shock absorbers, one has to deal with several major subproblems ( Figure 1 ). The following paper contains various aspects of suspension control for ERF-shock absorbers. Particularly we describe a suboptimal control scheme that performs well in application and under real-time constraints. Furthermore we investigate robust-optimal controls for general nonlinear systems, that take into account unknown disturbances.
A Control Method Using Linearized Vehicle Models
The dynamics of motor vehicles depends on several significant components, represented by nonlinear kinematics, wheel, drive train, steering etc. [6, 24] . As the vertically oscillating behavior of a vehicle is considered we investigate models of vertical dynamics. Usually these models only contain dynamics of wheels and vehicle body for various levels with respect to the number of axles. There are full-car-models including two axles, half-car-models assumed to describe roll or pitch motions, and quarter-car-models as the most common and simple models (cf. Figure 2 ).
In the case of linear dynamics one can calculate optimal feeback controls. Multibody vehicle dynamics usually yields systems of the following typė
with state x = (q,q) ∈ R nx and control u ∈ R nu . The matrices M, A k/c , B m contain constants of mass, stiffness and damping, and 0 nx,nu , I nq,nq are zero and unit matrix of proper dimension. The linear quadratic cost functional
describes a weighted criterion of safety and comfort. The task of weighting is very important and results in different optimal controls due to the almost antagonistic nature of the two goals (cf. [20] ). Here, the functional is a weighted sum of contact forces with respect to safety and vehicle body accelerations with respect to comfort. Now the resulting optimal control of the linear system is
with P as the the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (cf. [7] ) corresponding to the dynamics of the system. A capable semi-active damping rate now is predicted on the basis of the calculated optimal damping force F opt . Using a heuristic compensation regulator, we apply with F cur as the current force at a single damper
similarily to a "clipped optimal" algorithm as suggested in [21] . F cur is assumed to be available and the constant K depends on the scaling of u.
The control scheme was tested within Software-in-the-Loop simulation of full 3D vehicle dynamics. This includes a numerical, real-time simulation of a full motor vehicle dynamics model that accounts for all significant effects. The vehicle model description of VEDYNA [6, 24] including multibody system, axle kinematics, tire model, drive train, dynamics of the steering system and wind forces yield a system of 56 differential equations. Due to the stiffness of the system its numerical integration is carried out recursively with a semiimplicit one-step Euler scheme using a constant step size [6, 24] . In particular, the integration method makes efficient use of the special block structure of the ODEs, thus it is real-time capable on modern PC hardware. [kN]
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Robust-optimal Controls
Control of shock absorbers must account for unknown disturbances. For vehicle rides in particular these are changes of the road height or inertial forces and moments caused by unexpected driving maneuvers like braking, accelerating etc.
In recent years H ∞ control theory gained increased scientific interest (cf. [8, 9, 2, 15, 17, 18, 16, 10] ). Here robust-optimal controls optimize the gain of the system under worst exitations. We consider the extended nonlinear state space system with suitable functions f and l
In order to treat robustness of nonlinear systems, suitable terms of stability have to be declared. The system (5) with fixed controlū =ū(x) and operator Tū : w → x is said to be finite-gain L-stable if there are γ, β ≥ 0 with
The value γ * = inf{γ| Eq. (7) is satisfied} is the gain, and in case of linearquadratic problems γ * is the H ∞ -norm of the system. If Equation (7) is satisfied for system (5) for anyγ by controlū, then controlū is said robust-optimal with respect to attenuation levelγ. Note that in this sense it is not necessary to find robust-optimal controls with respect to minimum attenuation level γ * . It should be mentioned, that from an engineering point of view, robust controls related to attenuation levels close to γ * very often are high gain controllers (cf. [2] ). Hence a value γ close to γ * will be a favorable compromise as γ * may be difficult or even impossible to determine precisely. The required robust-optimal control has to satisfy both, finite-gain stability and stability of the undisturbed system. Therefore dissipative systems are investigated (cf. [8, 18] ). The dynamic system (5) is dissipative with respect to a given supply rate s(w, v) ∈ R and system output function v(x, u, w) ∈ R nv , if there exists an energy function S(x) ≥ 0, such that for all x(t 0 ) = x 0 and t 1 ≥ t 0
with x(t 1 ) = x(t 1 ; x 0 , t 0 , w); i.e. the dissipation inequality (8) has to be satisfied along all trajectories with free initial value x 0 (cf. [25] ). With particular supply rate s(w, v) = γ 2 w 2 − v 2 a dissipative system yields finite-gain stability, cf. [18] . Stability of the undisturbed system was shown in [18] assuming that a continuously differentiable energy function exists; for the discontinuous case cf. [16] .
Considering the differential dissipation inequality with l = v 2 , the solution of the saddle-point problem
provides existence of an energy function and hence dissipativity, cf. [8] . The saddle-point (u * , w * ) of Equation (9) minimizes the functional (6) under the dissipation constraint with respect to disturbance attenuation bound γ.
Equation (9) is of Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs type (cf. [13, 2] ). The saddlepoint (u * , w * ) relates to the extended functional
and dynamic equations (5) . Note that necessarily J γ (u * , w * ) ≤ 0 follows from (8) and has to be tested for any solution of the saddlepoint problem. If the inequality is not fulfilled, attenuation bound condition (7) is violated.
Necessary conditions for a saddlepoint solution follow from Isaacs minmax principle (cf. [13, 3] ), supposing that the minimization and maximization in (9) can be exchanged. With H(x, λ, u, w) = λ T f (x, u, w) + l γ (x, u, w) as the Hamiltonian function, optimal feedback controls must satisfy pointwise 
Characteristics of the partial differential equation (9) are represented by timedependent optimal trajectories x * (t) and adjoint variables λ * (t), satisfying the boundary value probleṁ x = f (x, u * , w * ) ,λ = −(∂H(x, λ, u * , w * )/∂x) T
and correspondig boundary conditions. For numerical solutions we use the direct collocation method Dircol [22] . In the case of optimal control problems we could disregard the dynamic equations of the adjoint variables. For robust-optimal control problem (10)- (12) we have to take into account the unknown perturbance w(t). Due to [12] we discretize both, the state and adjoint differential equations (12) and minimize (10) by discretizing the damping control u(t) and using perturbance w(t) from (11) . Figure 4 shows the result of such a computation. The mentioned discretization scheme was applied to a quarter car model with the boundary condition from (5) due to the damping control.
The numerical results demonstrate the many capabilities and the good performance of the developed control scheme.
